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Writing in a journal is all well and good, but when you're  ready to share your musings with the world (and you think the world is ready to  receive them!), a blog is the way to go. As the  latest phenomenon to grow out of the Web, the blog (or Web log) is a diary with a difference: Rather than  speaking to yourself, you're speaking to the worldand, best of all, the world  can talk back! Here to get you started is a low-priced guide to the leading free  blog software: Google's Blogger. Using large color illustrations and a minimum  of verbiage, this compact, tightly focused guide from best-selling author  Elizabeth Castro takes you through each step of the blogging processfrom  acquainting you with the interface to setting up your blog, creating your  profile, posting email, adding pictures and audio, and using BlogThis to post  your blog from anywhere on the Web.

The Visual QuickProject Guide  that you hold in your hands o.ers a unique way to learn about new technologies.  Instead of drowning you in theoretical possibilities and lengthy explanations,  this Visual QuickProject Guide uses big, color  illustrations coupled with clear, concise step-by-step instructions to show you how to complete  one specific project in a matter of hours.

Our project in this book is to create a Web log, or blog, using Google's online Blogger software. A blog is a clever combination of  database and Web site that lets you focus on  writing while a computer program, in this case Blogger, dates and  archives your entries and then automatically generates  a Web site that not onlycontains what you've written that day, but also  contains links to all your previous entries. The blog you'll create in this book  is a simple, online journal, complete with photographs and links. Because the  project covers all the basic techniques, you'll be able to use what you learn to  create all sorts of other blogsperhaps to begin an online newspaper, showcase a  frequently updated photography portfolio, or work on a team project using a blog  both as a communication tool and also for archiving the team's progress.

Why use Blogger to create your blog? Blogger is one of the most  popular online blogging tools, works with any modern browser, and is free, well designed, and easy to use. The Web pages  it generates follow current standards for both XHTML and CSS. And it o.ers  beautiful, professionally-designed templates for formatting your blog. In  addition, Blogger o.ers free blog hosting in exchange for a minimal bit of  advertising. It's a great choice.
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Multi-Robot Systems. From Swarms to Intelligent Automata, Volume III: Proceedings from the 2005 International Workshop on Multi-Robot SystemsSpringer, 2005
This proceedings volume documents recent cutting-edge developments in multi-robot systems research. This volume is the result of the Third International workshop on Multi-Robot Systems that was held in March 2005 at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C. This workshop brought together top researchers working in areas relevant to...
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Self-Similarity and Beyond: Exact Solutions of Nonlinear Problems (Monographs and Surveys in Pure and Applied Mathematics)CRC Press, 2000
The main theme of this book is exact solutions to nonlinear partial differential equations and systematic methods for finding them. All techniques are demonstrated with plenty of worked-out examples, which are predominantly drawn from fluid mechanics, reaction-diffusion systems, and nonlinear diffusion…Throughout the book, notation is kept...
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Fuzzing: Brute Force Vulnerability DiscoveryAddison Wesley, 2007
The concept of fuzzing has been around for almost two decades but has only recently captured widespread attention. In 2006, we saw a plague of new vulnerabilities emerge that affected popular client-side applications including Microsoft Internet Explorer, Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel; a large portion of these vulnerabilities were discovered...
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Data Compression: The Complete ReferenceSpringer, 2004
Giambattista della Porta, a Renaissance scientist, was the author in 1558 of Magia Naturalis (Natural Magic), a book in which he discusses many subjects, including demonology, magnetism, and the camera obscura. The book mentions an imaginary device that has since become known as the “sympathetic telegraph.” This device was to have...
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Nuclear Medicine in Infectious DiseasesSpringer, 2019

	
		This book is designed as a reference manual that is exceptional in systematically discussing every aspect of nuclear medicine imaging of infections, with careful explanation of the most up-to-date concepts and recent guidelines on diagnostic flowcharts as shared between the EANM, ESR, ESNR, ESCMID, ESC, EACVI, ECCO, ESGAR and EBJIS....
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Beyond Bullets: Creative Journaling Ideas to Customize Your Personal Productivity SystemUlysses Press, 2017

	FUN, COLORFUL, AND CREATIVE SUGGESTIONS FOR THE NEWEST PRODUCTIVITY PHENOMENON.

	

	Going beyond basic tools, this book offers tips, tricks and creative ways to transform your notebook into a treasured life companion, including:

	

	• Ornamental lettering

	• Personalized habit trackers...
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